
Tokenization Explained



The World Of Tokenization Can Be Confusing To Understand 

That’s Why We Help 
Simplify Things For You.



Tokens



What is a Token?



A Token Refers To Any Given Cryptocurrency That Exists On 
A Blockchain Platform. 



A Token is an Asset, Utility, or Unit of Value 
That a Company Issues. 



Tokens represent 
programmable assets (or 
access rights) which are 
managed through Smart 

Contracts and on a 
Blockchain Platform.



In The Digital Assets World, Three 
Token Offerings Exist



Utility Tokens



A utility token is a ‘coin’ backed up by a 
project, and this is the type of investment most 

of us are used to making. 



Most people are familiar with utility tokens like Bitcoin; usually, these tokens 
are Ethereum based.  This is one of the simplest ways of making a new token 

and programming it, so the user is granted access to some utility.



Typically, when a user 
invests in a utility 

token, they receive a 
benefit in return. 



Most commonly, this benefit is access to a particular system, or the 
receipt of a coin that in turn offers access to some service or benefit now 

or in the future.



Security Tokens



A security token, on the 
other hand, need not have 
a utility. 

Rather than conferring a 
tangible benefit on the 
investor, a security token 
typically represents a 
share in the company who 
issued it. 



The major difference between utility and security tokens comes down to 
one major fact: security tokens are much more regulated by the 

government than utility tokens. 



Security Tokens offer enhanced protection against fraud with the speed 
and ease of blockchain without sacrificing strong legal protection.



Likewise, for investors looking for a 
more secure traditional form of 
finance and investing, Security 

Tokens are the “Preferred Tokens”.



Security Tokens Fall 
Into Three Categories

Equity

Security 
Tokens

Debt
Asset-
Backed



Equity Tokens

An equity token is like traditional stock, except for how ownership is 
recorded and transferred. 



Instead of being tracked on paper certificates, ETs are
recorded on blockchain kept up-to-date by thousands of 

computers networked worldwide. 



Equity token holders are entitled 
to a portion of the firm's profit and 
have a right to vote. 



Represent a short-
term loan on an 

interest rate, in the 
amount given by 

investors as a loan 
to a firm. 



It could be real estate mortgages, corporate bonds, or another type of 
structured debt. 
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Asset-Backed Tokens

Represent ownership of assets, 
such as real estate, gold, art, 
carbon credits, or commodities. 



These tokens are also stored on a 
Blockchain platform that reduces 
fraud and improves settlement 
time, thereby becoming a natural 
fit for the commodities trade.



Asset-backed tokens are digital assets 
with characteristics like any commodity, 
such as gold, silver, and oil, which, in turn, 
bring enormous value to investors.



Non-Fungible Tokens



NFTs are digital items that 
you own.  

Proof of ownership is stored 
on a blockchain, a digital 
database that is publicly 
accessible.

Non-Fungible Tokens



Unlike a unit of bitcoin, each NFT is completely unique, so it can't be 
exchanged like-for-like. The file stores extra information that elevates it 

above pure currency and brings it into the realm of, well, anything.



As a result, NFTs have become 
collectable digital assets that hold 
value, just like how physical art 
holds value.



You Did It!

You Now Have A Better Understanding Of Tokenization


